BEYOND VIGILS

The Animal Save Movement has grown from a movement focused on mainly one
tactic - vigils, to a campaign-focused movement with multiple and escalating tactics:
Three Save branches: The Animal Save Movement has Animal, Climate, and
Health Save Movement branches. All three branches are adding a system change to
their campaigns. The Animal Save Movement promotes both individual diet change
and just, vegan FoodSystemChangeNow! We demand government to aid businesses
and societal institutions to transition the meat, dairy and egg industries to vibrant
plant-based food systems.
Mass trainings: Strategic corporate campaign trainings help build campaigns by
looking at ways to protest and intervene along the supply chain from board of directors, shareholders, lenders, customers, community groups, and political regulations.
Momentum-driven organizing focuses on both building organizational structure
and creating mass protests with nonviolent direct actions as outlined by the book
This is An Uprising.
Escalating tactics in a campaign: Save groups are increasingly developing
campaigns to transition animal exploitation industries into plant based companies
and applying escalating tactics like five-day vigils and hunger strikes, hug chain
around a truck, die-ins, marches, corporate campaigns, and demonstrations at
slaughterhouse owners' homes.

Hug at Medellín (Colombia) Animal Save’s first vigil

HAVE YOU EVER SEEN ANIMALS ON A SLAUGHTER TRUCK?

HOW YOU CAN HELP

To join a group go to www.animalsavemovement.org to see the map of the vigils.
If there isn’t a group in your community, please start one. Check out the tips on our
website or email us at savemovementinfo@gmail.com. Find 5-7 organizers and set
up regular vigils at slaughterhouses and campaigns in your community.

MOVEMENT

Do you see the animals looking back at you? You are called on by the animals to
bear witness to their suffering and exploitation outside slaughterhouses every week.

WHAT IS BEARING WITNESS?

The Animal Save Movement bears witness to animal suffering and violence at regular
vigils outside slaughterhouses. By having a massive presence, we can end animal
agriculture and fishing. The Animal Save Movement started in 2010 with a human
walking a dog Mr. Bean on Lakeshore in Toronto and witnessing pigs on slaughter
trucks, thus Toronto Pig Save was born. Our aim from the start was to encourage everyone to bear witness and to hold vigils at every slaughterhouse in the world until all
animals are free. By 2019 the Animal Save Movement has grown to about 1000 chapters spanning 70 countries across the world.
"When the suffering of another creature causes you to feel pain, do not submit to the
initial desire to flee from the suffering one, but on the contrary, come closer, as close
as you can to her who suffers, and try to help her."
Leo Tolstoy - A Calendar of Wisdom

Animal-centred stories: By using a love-based approach on the ground as well as
documenting the individual animals in the trucks and posting their stories on social
media, we can shift our society and consumer choices towards a contagious compassion and a daily commitment to animal, environmental and social justice.
Vegan outreach: we hold placards and do vegan outreach with passersby
Everyone has a duty to bear witness: How do we increase attendance? We hold all
day vigils and 5-day vigils with celebrities, workshops and new actions and tactics
supporting campaigns. Bring your family, friends, and co-workers to meet the
animal victims first hand. The more people present, the more we can do to end
animal agriculture and fishing more quickly.
Love based community organizing: We draw on the nonviolent philosophy and
practices of Tolstoy, Gandhi and other community organizers. This includes love
based communication: returning love for hate and communicating the truth in a
nonjudgmental way with kindness and humility.
Animal rescue: Hundreds of animals have been rescued at Save vigils. We work
with sanctuaries to safely home animals we negotiated the release of or animals who
have escaped slaughter trucks and killing facilities
Community care: It’s difficult to bear witness; it involves a sacrifice to end oppression. You’ll be part of a supportive community. There are resources on self-care and
community support such as Patrice Jones’ book, Aftershock, on how to deal with
secondary trauma.

REGULAR VIGILS

Frequent, regular vigils: we stand outside slaughterhouses or busy intersections and
bear witness to animals in slaughter trucks. Vigils are an inclusive form of street activism that anyone can participate in.
A powerful form of activism: Bearing witness and meeting the animal victims first
hand is an incredibly transformative experience. Vigil attendees have gone vegan on
the spot and vastly increased their commitment to animal activism and organizing.
Place the focus on the individuality of animals: About 70 billion farmed animals
and more than two trillion aquatic animals are killed each year worldwide. When you
bear witness you see the individual animals who are just like us. Our fellow animals in
the slaughter trucks are equal to us in their capacity to feel pain, fear, anxiousness, and
love and in the way they value their families and friendships. At vigils we witness, from
the animals’ perspective, the stark reality of unimaginable pain and suffering and the
bizarre betrayal and gross injustice handed out to innocent beings. Together we can act
to stop this atrocity to animals.

Chickens and pigs are unnaturally fattened and only see sunlight for the first time
in a slaughter truck.

Follow the Animal Save Movement on

